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Abstract—In this paper, we examine the association
ability for sequential patterns including common terms in
the Variable-sized Fast Kohonen Feature Map Associa-
tive Memory using Area Representation for Sequential Pat-
terns (VFKFMAM-AR-SP). In this model, the connection
weight fixed and semi-fixed neurons are introduced, and the
patterns that have already been learned are not destroyed
and a new pattern can be memorized. Moreover, when un-
known patterns are given, neurons can be added in the map
layer if necessary. In this research, we examined the as-
sociation ability for sequential patterns including common
terms and confirmed that the association ability for sequen-
tial patterns depends on the weighting factor β in the recur-
rent difference vector.

1. Introduction

In the real world, it is very difficult to get all information
to learn in advance. So we need the model which can real-
ize successive (additional) learning. However, most of the
conventional neural network models can not realize succes-
sive learning. As the model which can realize successive
learning, some models based on the Kohonen Feature Map
(KFM) associative memory[1] have been proposed[2]-[5].
These models can learn sequential patterns including com-
mon terms successively, and have enough robustness for
noisy input and damaged neurons.

Recently, we have proposed the Variable-sized Fast
Kohonen Feature Map Associative Memory using Area
Representation for Sequential Patterns (VFKFMAM-AR-
SP)[5]. This model is based on the Fast Kohonen Feature
Map Associative Memory using Area Representation for
Sequential Analog Patterns[4] and the Variable-sized Ko-
honen Feature Map Associative Memory with Refractori-
ness based on Area Representation (VKFMAM-R-AR)[6].
In this model, the connection weight fixed and semi-fixed
neurons are introduced, and the pattern that has already
been learned is not destroyed and a new pattern can be
memorized. Moreover, when unknown patterns are given,
neurons can be added in the map layer if necessary.

In this paper, we examine the association ability for se-
quential patterns including common terms in the Variable-
sized Fast Kohonen Feature Map Associative Memory us-

ing Area Representation for Sequential Patterns.

2. Variable-sized Fast Kohonen Feature Map Associa-
tive Memory using Area Representation for Sequen-
tial Patterns

Here, we explain the Variable-sized Fast Kohonen Fea-
ture Map Associative Memory using Area Representation
for Sequential Patterns (VFKFMAM-AR-SP)[5].

2.1. Structure

The VFKFMAM-AR-SP has two layers; (1) input / out-
put layer and (2) map layer, and the input / output layer is
divided into two parts; (1) input part and (2) output part
(See Fig.1). In this model, the map layer is treated as torus.
In the VFKFMAM-AR-SP, neurons can be added in the
map layer if necessary, so the distance between neurons in
the map layer is not equal.

2.2. Learning Process

In the VFKFMAM-AR-SP, if enough area correspond-
ing to the learning pattern can not be taken, some neurons
are added in the map layer.

(1) In the initial network with the map layer composed of
xmax × ymax neurons, the connection weights are ini-
tialized randomly.

(2) The initial recurrent difference vector is set to yi(0) =

0.

Input / Output Layer

Map Layer
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Figure 1: Structure of VFKFMAM-AR-SP.
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(3) The recurrent difference vector of the neuron i in the
map layer for the pattern t in the sequential pattern p
X(p,t), yi(t) is calculated by

yik(t) =



t∑

m=1

(1 − β)t−mX(p,m)
k −

t−1∑

m=0

(1 − β)mWik,

(k ≤ M/2)
X(p,t)

k −Wik, (otherwise)

(1)

where M is the number of neurons in the input / output
layer, β (0.5 < β < 1) is the weighting factor, Wik is
the connection weight between the neuron i in the map
layer and the neuron k in the input / output layer. If
the minimum of the norm of the recurrent difference
vector is smaller than the threshold θl, the input vector
X(p,t) is regarded as the known pattern, and go to (14).
Otherwise, go to (4).

(4) If there is no weight-fixed neuron, the neuron c is se-
lected as the center of the learning area as follows:

c = argmin
i

∥∥∥yi(t)
∥∥∥ (2)

and go to (12). Otherwise go to (5).

(5) Whether the area corresponding to the input pattern
X(p,t) can be taken without overlapping to the areas
for stored patterns is checked. For the weight-fixed
neurons z,

Harea(1)
i,z =

1

1 + exp
(
−(diz − (dmax + dmin

z )D)/εh
) (3)

is calculated, and if Harea(1)
i,z is larger than the threshold

θc for all weight-fixed neurons, the neuron i can be a
center of the learning area. Here, θc is the threshold, εh

is the steepness parameter, D is the constant which de-
cides area size, diz is the distance between the neuron
i and the weight-fixed neuron z, dmax is the maximum
distance between neurons (dmax = 1 ) and dmin

z is the
minimum distance from the weight-fixed neuron z to
the nearest neuron. The neurons that satisfy this con-
dition for all weight-fixed neurons are selected as the
candidate of the center of the learning area. If there
are some candidate neurons, go to (9). Otherwise, go
to (6).

(6) Whether the area corresponding to the input pattern
X(p,t) can be taken without overlapping to the areas for
stored patterns when the distance between neurons in
the area for stored patterns is reduced to φn(dmin

z ) is
checked. Here, φn(·) is given by

φn(d) =

{
d/2n,

(
d/2n > dmin

)

d, (otherwise)
(4)

where n is the number of check in (6). dmin is the
minimum distance between adjacent neurons. In the
area for the input pattern, the distance between adja-
cent neurons is set to φn−1(dmax).

For the weight-fixed neuron z,

Harea(2n)
i,z =

1

1 + exp
(
−(diz − (φn−1(dmax) + φn(dmin

z ))D)/εh
)

(5)
is calculated, and if Harea(2n)

i,z is larger than the thresh-
old θc for all weight-fixed neurons, the neuron i can be
a center of the learning area. The neurons that satisfy
the condition for all weight-fixed neurons are selected
as the candidate of the center of the learning area. If
there are some candidate neurons, go to (9). Other-
wise, go to (7).

(7) Whether the area corresponding to the input pattern
X(p,t) can be taken without overlapping to the areas for
stored patterns when the distance between neurons in
the area for stored patterns is reduced to φn(dmin

z ) and
the distance between neurons in the area for the input
pattern is set to φn(dmax) is checked.

For the weight-fixed neuron z,

Harea(2n+1)
i,z =

1

1 + exp
(
−(diz − (φn(dmax) + φn(dmin

z ))D)/εh
)

(6)
is calculated, and if Harea(2n+1)

i,z is larger than the
threshold θc for all weight-fixed neurons, the neuron
i can be a center of the learning area. The neurons that
satisfy the condition for all weight-fixed neurons are
selected as the candidate of the center of the learning
area. If there are some candidate neurons, go to (9).
Otherwise, go to (8).

(8) In (6) and (7), if
φn+1(dmax) ≤ dmin (7)

is satisfied, back to (6). Otherwise, it judges that the
input pattern can not be learned as a new pattern.

(9) From the neurons which are selected as the center can-
didates of the learning area in (5)∼(7), the neuron c
whose norm of recurrent difference vector is minimum
is selected.

(10) If the center candidates are selected in (6) or (7), the
distance in the areas for stored patterns is reduced, and
some neurons are added.

If the center candidates are selected in (6), for the
area whose center is the neuron z which satisfies

1

1 + exp
(
−(dcz − (φn−1(dmax) + φn−1(dmin

z ))D)/εh
) < θc

,

(8)

the distance between neurons in the area is reduced,
and neurons are added. The neurons which satisfy

1

1 + exp
(
−(diz − dmin

z D)/εh
) < θc (9)

are generated as new neurons. The neuron i′ cor-
responding to the neuron i ((xi, yi)) is generated at
(xi′ , yi′). Here, xi′ and yi′ are given by

xi′ = (xi − xz)φn(dmin
z ) + xz (10)

yi′ = (yi − yz)φn(dmin
z ) + yz. (11)

If the neuron exists at (xi′ , yi′ ), no neuron is added
there. The weight vector of the neuron i′ Wi′ is set as

Wi′ = Wi. (12)
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If the center candidates are selected in (7), the new
neurons are added in the area whose center z that sat-
isfy

1

1 + exp
(
−(dcz − (φn(dmax) + φn−1(dmin

z ))D)/εh
) < θc

.

(13)

(11) If the center candidates are selected in (6) or (7), new
neurons are added in the area for the new pattern X(p,t).

If the center candidates are selected in (6) and n >
1, the neurons are added in the area whose center is
the neuron c. The neurons which satisfy

1

1 + exp
(
−(dic − φn−1(dmax)D)/εh

) < θc (14)

are generated. The neuron i′ corresponding to the neu-
ron i (at (xi, yi)) is generated at (xi′ , yi′ ). Here, xi′ and
yi′ are given by

xi′ = (xi − xc)φn−1(dmax) + xc (15)
yi′ = (yi − yc)φn−1(dmax) + yc. (16)

If the neuron exists at (xi′ , yi′), no neuron is added
there. The weight vector Wi′ is generated randomly.

If the center candidates are selected in (7), new neu-
rons are added in the area whose center is the neuron
c. The neurons which satisfy

1

1 + exp
(
−(dic − φn(dmax)D)/εh

) < θc (17)

are generated.

(12) The input pattern X(p,t) is trained in the area whose
center is the neuron c. The connection weights which
are not fixed are updated by

Wi j ←



t∑

m=1

(1 − β)t−mX(p,m)
k

/ t−1∑

m=0

(1 − β)m

,

(θlearn
1 ≤ H(dci) and k ≤ M/2)

X(p,t)
k , (θlearn

1 ≤ H(dci) and M/2 < k)

Wik + H(dci)


t∑

m=1

(1 − β)t−mX(p,m)
k

/ t−1∑

m=0

(1 − β)m


,

(θlearn
2 ≤ H(dci) < θlearn

1 and
H(di∗i) < θlearn

1 and M/2 < k)
Wik + H(dci)X

(p,t)
k ,

(θlearn
2 ≤ H(dci) < θlearn

1 and
H(di∗i) < θlearn

1 and k ≤ M/2)
Wik, (otherwise)

(18)
where θlearn

1 and θlearn
2 (θlearn

1 > θlearn
2 ) are the thresh-

olds. And H(dci) and H(di∗i) are given by

H(di j) =
1

1 + exp
(
(di j − dmin

i D)/ε f
)
.

(19)

(13) The connection weights of the neuron c, Wc are fixed.

(14) (3)∼(13) are iterated until t = tp − 1.

(15) (2)∼(14) are iterated when a new pattern set is given.

2.3. Recall Process

When the pattern X(1)(= (YIN , 0)T ) is given, the output
of the neuron i in the map layer at the time t, xmap

i (t) is
given by

xmap
i (t) =

{ 1, (i = r)
0, (otherwise) (20)

where r is selected randomly from the neurons which sat-
isfy

‖ yi (t) ‖≤ θmap (21)
where yi(t) is the recurrent difference vector of the neuron
i in the map layer at the time t which is given by

yik(t) =

{
(1 − β)yik(t − 1) + β(X(t)

k −Wik), (k ≤ M/2)
0, (otherwise) .

(22)

In Eq.(21), θmap is the threshold of the neuron in the map
layer.

The output of the neuron k in the input / output layer at
the time t, xio

k (t) is given by
xio

k (t) = Wrk. (23)

3. Computer Experiment Results

3.1. Relation between Association Ability and The
Number of Common Terms

Here, we examined the relation between the associ-
ation ability and the number of common terms in the
VFKFMAM-AR-SP[5]. In this experiment, we used the
network composed of 800 neurons in the input / output
layer and 100 neurons in the initial map layer and two or
three sequential patterns whose first and last patterns are
common terms were memorized. Figures 2 and 3 show
the relation between the association ability and the number
of common terms in the VFKFMAM-AR-SP. For analog
patterns, the results in the FKFMAM-AR-SAP[4] are also
shown for reference.

3.2. Relation between Association Ability and Weight-
ing Coefficient β

Here, we examined the relation between the association
ability and the weighting coefficient β in the VFKFMAM-
AR-SP[5]. In this experiment, we used the network com-
posed of 800 neurons in the input / output layer and 100
neurons in the initial map layer and two sequential patterns
whose first and last patterns are common terms were mem-
orized. Figure 4 shows the relation between the association
ability and the weighting coefficient β in the VFKFMAM-
AR-SP. As shown in this figure, the VFKFMAM-AR-SP
can recall sequential patterns which includes many com-
mon terms when β is small.

3.3. Robustness for Damaged Neurons / Noisy Input

Here, we examined the robustness for damaged neurons
and noisy input of the VFKFMAM-AR-SP[5]. In these ex-
periments, five random pattern sequences composed of four
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Figure 2: Relation between Association Ability and The
Number of Common Terms (1)
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Figure 3: Relation between Association Ability and The
Number of Common Terms (2)
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(b) Analog

Figure 4: Relation between Association Ability and
Weighting Coefficient β

patterns were memorized. Figures 5 and 6 show the robust-
ness of the VFKFMAM-AR-SP. As shown in these figures,
the VFKFMAM-AR-SP has enough robustness for dam-
aged neurons and noisy input as similar as the FKFMAM-
AR-SAP[4].

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the association ability in
the Variable-sized Fast Kohonen Feature Map Associa-
tive Memory using Area Representation for Sequential
Patterns[5]. We carried out a series of computer experi-
ments and confirmed that the VFKFMAM-AR-SP has fol-
lowing features.

(1) It can learn sequential patterns successively and neu-
rons can be added in the map layer if necessary.

(2) It can deal with sequential patterns including common
terms.

(3) The association ability depends on the weighting co-
efficient β.
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Figure 5: Robustness for Damaged Neurons.
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Figure 6: Robustness for Noisy Input.

(4) It has robustness for noisy input.

(5) It has robustness for damaged neurons.
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